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diamagnetic [1378]. diameter [1250, 1298, 1239, 1063]. Diamond [2150, 1104, 1979, 284].
diamondoids [2150]. Diastereomeric [820].
diatomic [2034, 2032, 1556, 1514, 2879, 2614, 113, 2513, 659, 2099, 1481, 2985, 2149, 1469, 1980, 35, 732, 545].
diatomic [1942]. Diagrams [846, 761, 87, 1585, 18, 1495].
diamagnetic [1378]. diameter [1250, 1298, 1239, 1063]. Diamond [2150, 1104, 1979, 284].
diamondoids [2150]. Diastereomeric [820].
extreme [2391]. extreme-ultraviolet [2391]. extruder [2046].

First-order [547]. First-order [2674, 2130, 1692, 1655, 1225, 2105, 1966, 1612, 652, 699, 1904, 2317, 2381, 2455, 2930, 1500, 1845, 1222, 1264, 2302, 2648, 3030, 2594].


Fitting [755, 832, 1194, 1303, 1717, 3046, 2201, 1678, 1756]. fittingness [2584, 2585].


food [2517, 1356, 1310, 1373, 1276, 1823, 1254, 1317, 1231]. food-limited [2517].


Mathematical [1483, 1455]. Mathematical [1483, 1455].


methods


objective [2567, 2970, 2056, 1550]. objects [2012, 2243, 117, 183, 692].
Obrechkoff [3109, 3033]. observability [606, 662]. observable [1335, 1766].
observation [1749, 2025]. observe [1795]. Obstacles [383]. Obtain
[928, 870, 521, 2018]. Obtained [1016, 2786, 3074]. Obtaining
[2990, 2369, 2854]. octagonal [543]. Octahedral
[910, 2728, 2936, 1895, 2753, 2948]. octan [2940]. octan- [2940]. octanol
[1551]. octet [1274]. odd [294, 2171]. ODE [2221]. ODEs [1891, 1234].
offset [3105]. Ogilvie [1308]. Ol [2940, 1976]. Old [870, 2463]. Olender
[731]. oligomeric [2121]. Omega [1420, 1421]. on-axis [222]. once [399].
oncology [2255]. oncolytic [3098]. One
[1113, 2939, 1050, 872, 2657, 1138, 748, 933, 1708, 825, 1727, 2278, 492, 1224,
2514, 2647, 2832, 2951, 746, 2249, 2879, 414, 470, 1277, 1868, 273, 283, 2715,
2820, 323, 2664, 2625, 1205, 1284, 1447, 1595, 1659, 1769, 1053, 2297, 2247, 1778,
251, 2126, 2718, 1612, 1488, 1569, 2627, 1907, 64, 1044, 1054, 1253, 356, 332].
one- [1868, 332]. one-body [1612]. one-centre [356]. One-dimensional
[1727, 1224, 2514, 2832, 470, 2715, 2820, 323, 2297]. One-electron
[1138, 746, 283]. one-electronic [251]. One-Forms [748]. One-Parameter
[825, 64, 1044, 1054, 1253]. One-range
[1050, 1205, 1284, 1447, 1595, 1659, 1769, 1907]. One-sided [1113]. One-two
[1708]. ones [1067]. only [2809, 694]. onto [1095, 2085, 1911]. Open
[1151, 68, 77, 892, 1956, 581, 3000, 550, 2870, 1366, 1595, 336, 1349, 572, 1455,
518, 2987, 131, 2536, 1534, 146, 1786]. Open-Ended [892, 2536].
open-shell [572, 1534]. opening [2041]. Operation [802]. Operational
[1407, 1414, 2033, 2338, 3054]. operations [2396]. operator
[2373, 673, 2231, 1984, 2985, 97, 332, 363, 2062, 26, 542, 1501, 2428, 1939].
Operators [1028, 1153, 409, 2397, 2406, 1804, 2468, 139, 140, 2748, 2556,
1216, 2062, 2680, 2365, 2275, 1039, 1382, 532, 715, 2749, 2195].
Oppenheimer [2148, 886, 2153, 1161]. Optical [1543, 1545]. Optimal
[91, 2340, 2739, 416, 1881, 1686, 1924, 1653, 1592, 1799, 2921, 2233, 2340,
2891, 3022, 2901, 2995, 3117, 1800, 744, 367, 2386, 149, 2888, 2567, 2798, 3067,
1336, 2795, 2855, 1538, 2975, 3125, 1565, 1551, 1621, 1784, 3069, 2834].
optimally [500]. optimisation [2056]. Optimization
[764, 1080, 1085, 740, 2636, 1013, 1959, 1676, 2431, 2651, 1931, 1874, 1842,
1497, 2970, 2055, 203, 1879, 2563, 1322]. Optimized
[763, 764, 1426, 1139, 1901, 2580, 3006, 2110, 2283, 2017, 1597, 2935, 2909,
1773, 1525, 2213, 1535, 2954, 2844, 2050, 2914, 2816, 2255]. optimizing
[2216]. optimum [185]. orbit [2341, 2906]. Orbital
[846, 190, 318, 2117, 1350, 1456, 2867, 1269, 1235, 1624, 1629, 1623, 1787,
1802, 1790, 2213, 616, 1788, 2192, 106]. orbital-communications [1629].
Orbitals [836, 917, 920, 919, 1017, 854, 1027, 1119, 1155, 2287, 505, 362, 145,
971, 1321, 1379, 1246, 1338, 1385, 1483, 1468, 1471, 1475, 1447, 1595, 1604,


QSPR [471, 744, 931, 2378, 2534, 2983, 3004, 977, 2555, 1255, 1106, 1372, 2607, 3047, 1565, 1551, 1601]. QSPR-model [1601]. QSPRs [2197].
quadrangle [2574]. Quadratic [1022, 2402, 2271, 2254, 3000, 550, 1007, 1053, 2390, 2439, 436, 2192, 1573].
quadrature [1451, 2040, 2718, 625, 624]. quadratures [2704]. quadruplets [2298, 2299, 2584, 2585]. Quadrupling [1072]. quadropole [2362].
Qualitative [2168, 2079, 11, 2601, 4, 1647, 30, 31]. Quality [789, 500, 2323, 1739]. Quantification [2602, 1453, 2072, 2740, 2702, 2809, 2920]. quantify [2565, 2094].
**Representation** [496, 1092, 1141, 1075, 1797, 2397, 1655, 1578, 2827, 1369, 2540, 2547, 2858, 259, 2089, 2090, 231, 2833, 2035, 426, 427, 1299, 2184, 2700, 1207, 1180, 2126, 1852, 473, 2104, 958, 2038, 2423, 2707, 2791, 1259, 418, 73, 173, 988, 1988, 1947, 2204, 1739, 1879, 1810, 2050, 2459, 2460].


**Represented** [898, 2352]. representing [155, 1045].

**Repro** [815].


**Resonance** [1085, 792, 1390, 2134, 1169, 16, 892, 1139, 1389, 1453, 1443, 1901, 2072, 2255, 2431, 2608, 2651, 2580, 2602, 2741, 2794, 2773, 2702, 3066, 2967, 2863, 2122, 2374, 1012, 1726, 616, 2926, 1919]. resonances [2701, 2715, 1642]. resonant [843, 1221, 1000, 1345, 2697, 2853]. resource [2292, 1583]. resources [2409].

**Respect** [1172, 1236, 1176, 434, 1553, 3041, 1575, 1500, 1845, 998].


rigid [2705, 2653, 1130, 2465, 468, 2862, 546, 1944, 1844, 469, 739].


Role [865, 2984, 1139, 1545, 2187, 407, 2621, 33, 1622, 662, 1976, 615]. Root
[827, 2647, 231, 201]. Roothaan [1366, 1471, 1595]. roots
[2901, 2952, 2482, 2891]. Rosen [1052, 1124, 1963, 1882, 608, 2227, 3002].
Rota [277]. rotating [20]. rotation
[204, 1814, 1477, 563, 485, 613, 1350, 1456, 2661, 1329, 1511, 1670].
rotation-angular [1814, 1350, 1456]. rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational
[3051, 538, 2360]. rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational。
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
rotation-vibration [1477]. rotational-vibration [1477]. rotational.
2720, 3033, 2648, 2522, 2775, 2835, 3030, 1614, 2078, 2697, 2853, 2719, 2594.


sextets [15, 998]. sextuple [284, 2650]. Sham [2426].
Shape-invariance [1280]. Shape-similarity [693]. shaped [954, 41, 1742, 2078]. Shapes [790, 791, 46, 44, 183, 1918].
silica [1897, 2433, 1981]. silica-supported [1981]. silicate [2663, 2871].
six-step
sixth-order
Sixth
sixth-[2392, 2632, 2595, 2673, 2623, 2662, 2691, 2709, 2938, 2908, 3116, 2764, 2734, 2746, 2733, 2851, 2855, 2381, 3081]. Sixth [967, 2908, 2904, 2903, 3125].
sixth-[2392, 2632, 2595, 2673, 2623, 2662, 2691, 2709, 2938, 2908, 2764, 2734, 2746, 2733, 2851, 2855, 2381, 3081]. Six-[2392, 2632, 2595, 2673, 2623, 2662, 2691, 2709, 2938, 2908, 2764, 2734, 2746, 2733, 2851, 2855, 2381, 3081]. Sixth [967, 2908, 2904, 2903, 3125].
size-consistency [413]. size-extensive [1941]. Sizes [2771, 2053, 7]. Skeletal [2917, 424, 3074]. skeleton [1461, 1462]. skeletons [2862, 4]. skew
stereogenicity/RS [2028]. stereogenicity/stereoisomerism [2028].
stereographs [155]. stereoisogram [2028].
stereoisograms [2027, 2028, 2450, 2451, 2452, 1585].
stereoisomeric [2048, 2450]. stereoisomerism [1761, 2028].
Stereoisomers [1173, 1154, 991, 1585, 2298, 2585, 1811, 2299, 2371, 2372, 2584].
stereoselection [71]. stereoskeletons [2491].
Stern [552].
Stieltjes [2854].
stiff [1891, 1234, 1322, 1358].
Stiffness [371].
Still [875].
Stirred [802, 2964, 699, 738].
stirred-tank [699].
STO [1167].
stoichiometric [3121].
stoichiometry [715].
STOs [2600, 1160].
stranded [2070]. strategies [1924, 394].
strategy [1094, 2944, 279, 280, 666, 2331].
Stratospheric [1360].
strength [683, 725].
streptokinase [1191].
Stretching [844].
strictly [131].
String [160, 1411].
strings [89].
Strip [1128, 3013].
strips [2672, 3127].
strong [691, 1049, 1743].
Strongly [96, 1941, 3007].
Strontium [2506].
Structural [2560, 803, 947, 2436, 2357, 2923, 2535, 182, 1204, 551, 218, 626, 2315, 30, 31, 2919].
Structurally [786, 2000].
structure-activity [1763, 319, 2831, 128, 165, 2133].
structure-based [1497].
structure-preserving [3062, 2531, 2897].
structure-properties [471].
structure-property [233, 1539].
Structure/formula [1701].
structured [1811, 2631, 1378].
studied [1411].
Study [186, 1276, 1231, 798, 1340, 2068, 2705, 2875, 329, 2433, 3083, 951, 1324, 2290, 193, 1202, 2572, 2670, 2225, 88, 2513, 2448, 266, 10, 1685, 1801, 1667, 2788, 2656, 2718, 513, 514, 593, 2208, 2439, 533, 2516, 1691, 1100, 1323, 1911, 2116, 2348, 2641, 739, 1534, 636, 701, 2687, 1939, 1409, 1688, 1544, 1547, 1694, 2487].
studying [3114].
Sturm [2231, 2082, 1068].
Sturmian [618, 708, 851, 2605].
Sturmians [549, 691, 2287].
styrene [1981].
sub [2100]. subclass [2526].
subdivision [3053].
Subduced [780, 929, 109, 2049].
Subduction [110, 109].
Subductions [929].
Subgraph [446, 1016].
Subgraph-driven [446].
Subgraphs [1424, 81, 229, 1539].
Subgroup [770, 2586].
subgroups [421].
subject [1556, 1404].
subnetworks [1985, 131].
suboptimal [2292].
subsequent [1753].
subset [1694].
subspace [1850, 1647].
Subspaces

systems [2127, 2126, 2306, 2925, 1215, 2141, 513, 1349, 1354, 1235, 1787, 1802, 2690, 1036, 2989, 1455, 2676, 235, 2474, 1378, 2405, 2294, 2516, 1859, 2729, 73, 1290, 2416, 2822, 2536, 634, 2175, 1616, 537, 2212, 2458, 2233, 116, 1756, 1193, 591, 2239, 2723, 694, 522, 560, 622, 111, 211, 1322, 1358, 1330, 1649, 2083, 1446, 1759, 2792].
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